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Congratulations on becoming a Rider with 

Women of the Wild West 

 

Please take the time to read and become familiar with this code of conduct.  

Items listed here are for the safety of the horse, rider and all members of 

the group.  We require this code to be followed by all members of WWW to 

ensure that we all enjoy safe and happy events.  

Martha is the horse and media lead for the group.  All concerns regarding 

horses are to be directed to Martha.  For the safety of the group, Martha has 

the final say and all horses must pass her approval. 

 

All concerns are to be directed to the group Sheriffs, or appropriate lead. 

 
Martha Birkett (Annie Oakley) 403-620-9993 (Horses and Media) 

Leanne Landers (Diamond Lil) 403-830-5208 (Costumes and Characters) 

Bryanne Doyle (Katherine Ryan) 403-542-4038 (Administration and Parades) 
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Horse Trials  

WWW will host 2 horse trial nights; dates will be in mid to late April and 

take place at;  

Giddy Up Acres 

272240 Grand Valley Road 

Cochrane, AB 

Can be found by googling “Amaryllis Centre for Healing” 

 

ALL riders new and old MUST attend one (1) night.   

• These nights give Martha the chance to evaluate the horse on several 

aspects of parade preparedness.  Parades are a chaotic, loud 

environment where the horse will experience sudden noises, moving 

vehicles, floats, other animals, balloons, bands, flags to name the very 

least.  This can be overwhelming for even the most seasoned horse.   

 

The horse that is approved at trials is the horse you ride for the season. 

• If you wish/need to switch horses, you must make arrangements to 

meet with Martha to have that horse approved.  Any unapproved 

horses arriving at events will be asked to leave and not participate 

• If you CANNOT attend a scheduled night rider MUST contact Martha 

and make arrangements for a separate night. 

 

Insurance  

• All riders will provide proof of AEF to Admin upon approval.  

• Any riders who do not have AEF before an event will not be permitted 

to participate.   

• Administrator will obtain required event insurance on your behalf 

and cost is included in registration fees. 

• AEF is rider responsibility and cost will be covered by the rider 

without compensation from WWW. 

 

 

 

 



Health & Safety 

• Riders will ensure that horse is appropriately shod and in good health 

before participating in events.  (Although we do not require 

vaccinations WWW is not responsible for horse health.  Vaccines are 

a personal choice and therefore Rider will be solely responsible for 

any illness that results from such public events) 

• All saddles and tack shall be in good repair and working order.  All 

will be inspected by costumes to ensure that we are keeping close to 

period. 

• Rear cinches, bits and chin straps are REQUIRED for Stampede 

Parade. 

 

Transport & Care 

• All riders will provide details of tow vehicle and trailer to admin upon 

registration.  Unauthorized vehicles will not be permitted at certain 

events for the safety of the group. 

• We encourage people to trailer pool if possible; however, rider and 

horse should travel together. 

• Please only park where instructed by Parade Officials and admin.  

Organizing events and groups can be challenging.  Be patient and wait 

for instructions BEFORE stopping and unloading.  We try to get the 

group together as best we can. 

• Riders are responsible for the care and preparation of their horse at 

all events, including sarapes and guns.   

• All sarapes and guns will be returned to admin at the end of the 

EACH event.   

Riders are responsible for their OWN horse at ALL times.  This includes but 

is not limited to; 

• Watching  

• Feeding, water and poop removal  

• Grooming 

• Tacking up and removing tack 

• If camping rider shall stay within reasonable distant to horse 

• Horses shall not be tied and left unattended for extensive periods (ie 

overnight) 

 



Flag bearers (Matthew and Spencer) may be able to assist in a number of 

ways but are NOT meant to watch over horses unless pre-arranged and 

their services are paid for.  They are the wranglers on the ground, should an 

emergency or horse issue arise, rider will ask them for assistance NOT 

walkers.   

Rider will ask the closest walker for help, that walker will deliver the 

message and take the flag so the wrangler can quickly attend.   

In dire emergencies 1st Aid Person will attend (Bryanne) 

 

Event Etiquette 

Events are hectic times for the Sheriffs.  Here is a general list of etiquette 

that shall be followed to ensure that we all have the BEST event possible.  

1. MARTHA HAS FINAL SAY.  She will arrange horses in formation 

according to several factors including esthetics, compatibility and 

overall safety.  Those wishing to discuss formation shall do so before 

arriving at events.   

 

2. BE PATIENT.  Sheriffs have to make sure that the event goes off 

without incident, but also have to get themselves ready.   

 

3. BE ON TIME.  Gathering time is set for the ease of the group.  We 

often set the arrival time early in order to decompress and let the 

horses settle after arrival, please adhere to the schedule. 

 

4. BE RESPECTFUL.  Abuse of parade officials, volunteers, staff 

spectators and fellow Wildies is unacceptable.  If there is an issue 

with the safety of horses, rider MUST see Martha for assistance with 

resolution. 

 

5. STAY IN FORMATION.  Work with your partner to make sure that 

you are keeping pace and spacing.  Work with the mind of your horse.  

Parades are often stop and go.  We stop in loud and busy places.  

Working with your horse may include doing circles in place, changing 

positions with partner and in some case changing partners.  Shall be 

dealt with in a PROFESSIONAL manner with respect for ALL 

RIDERS.  

 

 



6. DO NOT APPROACH THE CROWD.  At no times shall a horse 

approach the crowd, it is against parade rules and will not be 

tolerated.  If a spectator attempts to approach your horse please 

respectfully ask them to remain on the sidelines. 

7. DO NOT POINT WEAPONS.  At not time shall a Wildie point a gun at 

any persons at any events.  However, pointing and waving in the air 

for effect is MORE than acceptable. 

 

8. HAVE A BLAST.  We are often a crowd favorite so don’t be shy.  Stay 

as best you can in character and have FUN!  You chose the woman 

you represent for a reason let her come out…we are so proud that you 

chose to step out and join this one of a kind group 

 

 


